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Prologue

In 2013, a dark cloud came over Kuwait.  Due to increasing and irresponsible government 
spendings with the country's money on unprofitable and unnecessary items, Kuwait had no choice but 
to declare bankruptcy. With no emergency plan for revival, Kuwait became unable to pay the debts and 
lost all of its assets. This resulted in the fleeing of many, leaving Kuwait a deserted desert. Only a few 
remained in Kuwait, those who did not wish to abandon their homeland, and those who had no other 
choice. With a population of a mere million, a new order had to be born in Kuwait.

Things  were  very  different than  what  everyone  was  used  to.  There  were  no  cars,  no 
cellphones, no technology. The monarchy system and the people's connections had fallen along with 
the economy. It was the dawn of a new era, an era in which the Kuwaitis had to put their hands together 
and work hard to save Kuwait. However, when the time for selecting a leader came, matters got worse. 
A group wanted Kuwait to be a democratic country, while others wished it to be an authoritarian one. 
Each side had their own reasons to why the other groups' ruling system would fail Kuwait. This dispute 
raised issues, issues so strong that they prevented Kuwaitis from working together before the matter of 
leadership was settled, issues so strong that they got out of hand and resulted in violence.

The year 2014 was marked in history as the year of the Split War. A split accrued in Kuwait 
between  the  democrats  and  the  authoritarians.  Leading  the  authoritarians  was  a  people's  man,  a 
visionary to a better future, a man whom soon became known as the infamous Emperor Dravin. He 
became the selected leader to the authoritarian side. The other half of Kuwait were the democrats. They 
were headed by the five chosen elders who first spoke of an democratic society. Those five revealed 
their belief to the people on how a society should function. Their idea of a successful society would 
work better if it  was based on consultation between the five. Some went to Dravin's empire while 
others sided with the five. Kuwait became ruled by two systems, two systems which did not approve of 
the other's existence. Each society thought of the other as the wrongdoers. This came to show when 
people passed by the streets carrying hateful stares. Some went beyond that stage by insulting people 
from the other side. Naturally, this led to fighting; thus, the Split War.

The war lasted for months. Many civilians participated in the war to overcome the opposing 
system and its threat. Upon seeing many Kuwaitis die, the emperor and the five agreed to put an end to 
the bloodbath. In order to avoid killing by either of the sides, a distance was in order. And so, the Split 
War resulted in the split of the country. To the extreme east at the coast lied the small society known as 
Hali-Akbar, the democratic, free side of Kuwait, ran by the five. And to the northwest, extending all the 
way to the south, lied the empire of Dravin which was thought of as an inhumane Hitler-like city. 

Things settled down after that. Both the empire and Hali-Akbar functioned in peace without 
any interference, but knew that the war is coming. The people of Hali-Akbar wants a peaceful life and 
wish the day of reckoning would never come, but the soldiers at the empire need to battle. They wish to 
achieve their most desired goal, which is to make Kuwait whole again. They believed in Dravin and his 
ideas, and that is why they are willing to fight to make Hali-Akbar apart of the empire. The only thing 
holding them back was Emperor Dravin's word. Unless the emperor gives the order, no soldier will set 
foot into Hali-Akbar.  The only thing holding Dravin back was the fear of losing more manpower. 
Although the empire was much bigger than Hali-Akbar, it held approximately 70% of the number of 
men Hali-Akbar had. This made Dravin unsure of the empire's emerging as the victorious one. Because 
of the empire's harsh ideology, Hali-Akbar and its residents thought of Dravin to be evil, cruel and the 
main source of Kuwait's retardation.
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Four years had passed by since the Split …
This tale revolves around a 23 years old Ronald Vyse Dashti, a man of many talents. He's still at 

the peak of his life and he had already worked as a fourth grade math teacher, a receptionist in the 
water-distillation company, a local law-enforcer and now, a clerk at a traditional-clothing store. His 
carrier shifted dramatically not because of his own will, but because of circumstances. It seemed that 
only two things were stable in his life; his 2 story house and the love he shared with his wife.

Our story begins with his wife, Leah Ryder, returning from work.
“Honey, I’m home.” Leah greeted her husband as she stepped in her house. “Ronnie?”
“… They did it again, Leah. I'm out!”
“Oh, Ronnie, not again.”
“It’s not my fault, and you know it.”
“I know, honey.”
“It’s the damn system! It’s not working!”
“I know, honey.” Leah added in attempt to comfort her husband.
“Ah!” Ronald sighed as he calmed down.
Ronald  wasn’t  a  violent  nor  a  short-tempered  man.  He always found a  reason to  maintain 

calmness  and  an  optimistic  view  for  life.  Such  qualities  were  the  reasons  behind  his  successful 
marriage with Leah. Leah partially knew that Ronald was right. He had gotten fired, once again, not 
because of his disqualification, but because of the system. Because Hali-Akbar was a small society, 
companies and institutions were always making the extra effort to lay off unneeded employees. They 
didn’t have room for them. As fate would have it, Ronald would always be the one to get the sack.

“Ronnie, let’s go to the park today.” 
Leah knew her husband well, and knew that strolls in the park relaxed him. Her ulterior motive 

was to get Ronald's mind off of this matter. If anyone heard him speaking in disrespect of the five, 
Ronald might get in trouble. Since Ronald didn’t have anything better to do, he agreed with her plan 
for the afternoon. Since their house stood only a street away from the national park, it wasn't far to get 
to. Before they went, Ronald grabbed an apple from the fruit basket to munch on the way.

The park wasn't big, but it was beautiful. The trees were well nurtured and the grass was green 
and cut. There were paths for strolling as well as a fountain in the center of the park. It might not have 
been huge, but it gave Hali-Akbar a natural and home-like aroma.

“You know, it’s all the emperor’s fault!” Ronald started again as he walked with his wife.
“Not that again.”
“It’s true, and you know it! If it wasn’t for that damn evil emperor, we would’ve had all of 

Kuwait to us like in the past.”
“But life is good here in Hali-Akbar,” Leah tried to reason with him, “the five elders have done 

more than necessary to ensure a good life for us.”
“If I was one of the five, I would’ve gone to war against that Saddam Husain!”
“Honey.”
“No, seriously, aren’t you angry? How dare he calls himself a Kuwaiti after all he’s done!”
“Wow, honey, I didn’t know you are so much into politics.”
“I’m not, it’s just that …”
“Ronnie, leave it to them. You aren’t one of the leaders; you’re Ronnie, my Ronnie.”
“… You’re right. I’m sorry, Leah. I shouldn’t blow my head up with matters like these.”
“You know, about the job, the secretary position is still open.”
“Thanks, but you know I can’t take it. The last thing I need is to see your face 24/7.” He joked.
The real reason to why Ronald didn’t want to take the job at where Leah worked was because 

he had a major fight with her boss the last time they met. Ronald didn’t want to sacrifice his dignity for 
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a low-pay impermanent degrading job. At this point, Ronald finished his apple as Leah smirked at him.
“What?” Ronald asked.
“You know, I don’t think there has been one day in which you have forgotten to eat an apple.”
“Oh, not that again.”
“No, seriously, why is that?”
Ronald smiled, then replied: “An apple a day keeps the doctor away.”
“Honey, I’m serious.”
“That makes the two of us! Seriously, eating apples is very healthy!”
“Not with the proportion you’re consuming they aren’t! What you're doing is called addiction!”
“They’re low in calories, contain a lot of fibers, have vitamin A and C, also, they’re a natural 

mouth freshener, and they are ridiculously cheap. On top of that, they taste good. What’s not to like?’
“Whatever you say.” Leah gave up.
What Ronald left out is that apples set his heart at ease. To Ronald, as long as there are apples in 

this crazy mess one would call a world, the world is still fine. After the Split, Ronald thought he would 
never live in peace again. All the killing he saw made him believe that he was going to die, if not 
physically, then in soul.

Ronald is bit hard to describe; He isn't very tall or very short, he isn't particularly thin or fat, 
he's not what you would call black or white. However, one could say that he has brown eyes. Probably 
his most flashy feature is that he has short yellow curly hair. Leah, on the other hand, has short brown 
neat hair. She's a lot more thinner, shorter and whiter than her husband.

The young couple ended their walk at about sunset. They grabbed a couple of shawarmas and 
headed back home. That night they slept early for an early rise; Leah’s shift started from 6:00 am and 
Ronald wanted to get an early start for his job-hunting. However, at about 1 o’clock after midnight, 
their plans went down the drain. Someone had different plans for his evening, and to the couple’s great 
misfortune, his plans included them.

At 1:00 am, Ronald woke up to an alerting sound. It was the sound of shattering glass. More 
importantly,  it  was  coming from downstairs.  Without  waking Leah up,  Ronald got  up,  put  on his 
evening robe and grabbed a baseball bat. Ronald made his way slowly and cautiously down the stairs, 
hoping that it was just his imagination. Their house wasn't fancy or expensive, in fact, when compared 
with  other  nearby  houses,  it  was  the  cheapest.  So  there  was  little  chance  of  finding  an  intruder 
attempting to steal from them. Upon entering the living room, he found nothing, but that wasn’t enough 
to satisfy his suspicions. Ronald took a few steps towards the kitchen and found the source, it was a 
five feet tall perpetrator.

He appeared as an everyday burglar; he was covered in black and, apparently, not very bright. 
The back door, which window’s was broken, was left open. The burglar didn’t notice Ronald standing 
behind him as he was busy going through his  fridge.  The thief  was steeling food, that  much was 
obvious. At that moment, Ronald became so angry at the thief that he lifted his bat in the air and stroke 
him on his head. Ronald did so with both hands and without any warning at all. The burglar fell on the 
ground shaking with his hands on his head. Blood was spilled all over Ronald’s floor. Ronald wanted to 
give him a warning, but instead, took away his life.

As the intruder shook to his painful death, Ronald stayed back away from the mess. Ronald 
tried to convince himself that the burglar deserved this fate.

“Idiot! He shouldn’t have came in!” Ronald thought, shaking, “It’s his own doing, it’s his fault.”
The following morning the police were all  over the Dashti  household.  Ronald didn't  try to 

escape because he believed in the system when it came to trailing people. He knew that it would be just 
and present Ronald as not guilty. Subconsciously, Ronald didn't escape because there was no place to 
escape to. Ronald was apprehended and being taken away in front of Leah's weeping eyes.

“Don't worry, Leah,” Ronald told her, “this will go away, you'll see.”
After interrogation, Ronald was taken immediately to court. Since Hali-Akbar was still a small 

growing society, murder cases were taken straight to the five elders. He stood for the first time in front 
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of the five. They were a lot younger than he had expected. They appeared to be in their late 40s. The 
first was a bit shorter than the others, and a little more square. His chin was shaved, but rugged, and his 
eyes looked like they were popping out. Unlike the others, his hair was mostly black with a few gray 
ones here and there. The second one was slightly taller, and had a egg-shaped head. His hair was only 
an inch taller than his skin. The third one looked cunning, yet a bit mysterious, but then again, all of the 
five appeared mysterious. The fourth was the tallest of the bunch. He had a big hairless forehead. His 
beard was connected on the same level with his hair, which was all gray. As for the fifth, he was the 
obviously the fattest one. Although he sat quietly, it was clear that he had power just like all the others. 
Three things were easily noticed of them. All of them wore gray suits, kept silence and, most notable of 
all, all of them had golden pocket watches in their jacket's front pocket.

As he stood before them, Ronald felt very flattered and lucky to be standing in front of the 
people who stood up to the evil emperor. They were the very same people who made this society and 
freedom possible. As he stood facing them, he felt honored that he went to war for them four years ago 
and would gladly do it again if the time does come.

“You smile, Mr. Dashti.” Mr. Gains, one of the five, questioned him. “Does this accusation of 
murder amuses you?”

“I apologize, your excellency.” Ronald said respectfully, wiping his smile.
“Mr. Dashti, you are subjected to court for the murder of Abner Clyde. What say you?”
“Not guilty, your excellency.”
After that, Ronald just stood there hearing the five's mumbling. Ronald knew that at this point 

they were deciding his fate. The system in this society was a bit different than before. There was no 
lawyers, no jury nor a judge, just the five and the defendant.

Ronald knew the procedure well.  He was not to talk unless spoken to. He should keep his 
answers short and fired with the utter respect for the court, the law and the five. He should not recap 
what happened because the officers which interrogated him before trail reported to the five. As Ronald 
watched the five impatiently, one of the five, Mr. Creed, stood up.

“Let in Mrs. Ryder.” He said as the doors open.
To Ronald's  surprise,  his  wife  walked in.  She  walked  all  the  way towards  the  front  stand 

silently. Leah did so without looking at Ronald, not even once. Ronald didn't make a big deal out of it 
as he thought she was instructed not to. However, Ronald was still surprised that the court called in his 
wife to testify while she was asleep the entire time.

“Mrs. Ryder,” Mr. Senate addressed her,  “Is it  true that you were asleep at the time of the 
murder?”

“Yes.” She answered with simplicity.
“And is it true,” Mr. Senate continued, “that you and Mr. Dashti live alone in your house?”
“Yes.”
“Then I believe it is safe to assume that Mr. Dashti had no witnesses to support his story.”
Leah didn't reply. She was too scared of losing her husband.
“Mrs. Ryder,” Mr. Chambers spoke, “need I to remind you that you are obliged to answer, and 

that you are under oath?” 
“Yes.” Leah answered Mr. Senate.
“Thank you,  Mrs,  Ryder,  that  will  be  all.”  Mr.  Wordsworth  told  her  as  he  turned  towards 

Ronald, “Mr. Dashti. Previous reports showed us that Mr. Clyde broke in your house, like the ones 
before you, only to steal food, not harm you or your family. While stealing is a felony, it did not earn 
the thief  the death penalty you violently convicted him to.  Due to the fact  that  the victim had no 
weapons of any sort, the court finds you guilty of first degree murder.”

As the  words  came out  of  Mr.  Wordsworth's  mouth,  Ronald's  breathing  became extremely 
difficult. His life was being destroyed right before him. Leah cover her mouth with both her hands as 
she began to cry uncontrollably. Leah fell on her knees as she believed her husband was a cold-blooded 
murderer.
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“However,” Mr. Wordsworth added, “because your records state that you fought in the Split War 
in the law's favor, your sentence will be reduced. You will not be executed, but exiled from Hali-Akbar. 
You are to leave at once and never to return. Court Adjourned.”

With that the law-enforcers came in and took Ronald away from court, from the society he lived 
in  and lived  for;  they  took him away from his  life.  Ronald  was taken immediately  to  the  barren 
outskirts of Hali-Akbar and thrown outside the gate; he was thrown outside of civilization and into the 
inhumane wasteland. As Ronald turned around and looked at his harsh surroundings, it just hit him that 
he had became an outcast.

Ronald walked in the empty hot desert, deserted and devastated in body and soul. His thoughts 
were confused for a while as he didn't understand what happened. He didn't know where to go, but 
couldn't return because the guards at Hali-Akbar's boundary lines would shoot him. Ronald didn't know 
where to go because everyone he knew and loved were back in Hali-Akbar, where he spent the better 
years of his life, where he worked hard to please everyone and the five.

Then, his devastation turned into anger. Ronald become filled with hatred towards the five for 
their unjust treatment and unstudied decision. They annihilated a good man who had fought and would 
have fought again for them and his society. Ronald's father was killed in the Split War defending the 
five. Ronald then began thinking about Hali-Akbar. He came to realize that he hated his own society 
for trying to keep him down. He was never given a chance to pursue his dreams or excel in a job let 
alone keep one. Every time he went up, everyone took him down. As Ronald walked the barren dead 
wasteland, he became consumed by anger, then, he saw the empire.

At this point of his life, Ronald didn't know which he hated more, the empire or Hali-Akbar. He 
knew one thing for certain, and that was he needed to be in a society. If he drifted off in the desert, he 
won't be able to accomplish any of his goals in life. Now, his first and foremost objective was to get 
back at Hali-Akbar, and more importantly, the five. Ronald started heading towards the dark empire 
with the intention of deceit. He wished to join them only to regain status and power, power that he 
would use to destroy Hali-Akbar.

○○○
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“Halt!” The soldier at the defense station shouted, “Who goes there?”
“A fugitive  of  Hali-Akbar!”  Ronald lied,  initiating his  plan.  “I  was  captured,  but  now I've 

escaped. Long lives the emperor!” Ronald said with false enthusiasm to get in.
Then, two soldiers ran out, grabbed Ronald, and ran back inside. They strip-searched Ronald to 

make sure he wasn't carrying anything harmful. Ronald fit the profile; he had no items whatsoever, and 
his dirty cloth and appearance matched that of an escaped prisoner. Since the empire needed more men, 
they had no reason to reject Ronald's offering. Ronald was given clean uniforms, a room, a training 
schedule and 3 meals a day, which consisted of canned food as animals and water was hard to come by. 
Ronald became one of them.

Ronald's room was just like the one next to him. It contained nothing other than a worn-out 
uncomfortable bed. It was clear that the empire lacked quality material. Ronald soon knew that it was 
worse than he thought. When he was thirsty, he was told the about the incredible need of water. Since 
the empire was located at the western region of Kuwait, water was not at their disposal. They would've 
controlled the east coast if it wasn't heavily guarded by Hali-Akbar guards. Since the east is the only 
water frontier Kuwait has, Hali-Akbar controls the water flow.

Ronald's training sessions started the next morning before breakfast. The exercises were harsh, 
consisting of endurance tests, followed by stamina tests in which he had to keep running, then, there 
were fistfight tests. In the last test, Ronald, as well as the other soldiers in training, had to fight against 
each other using every technique they knew. And all of this was the easy part. All they were doing was 
warming up. The real training began after breakfast. All of this was because they were preparing for 
war.

Ronald thought of the empire as hell. There was no freedom at all.  Everyone had the exact 
forced life on them; all of them were soldiers being trained for war. However, Ronald was confused to 
why the soldiers could not see that. At lunchtime or supper, they chatted with each other and laughed as 
if it was a good life instead of a prison. Ronald eventually did share his theory about the empire with 
the guys he knew. They laughed, then showed him that it was the exact opposite. Ronald was told that 
they trained not to kill, but to defend. This country is on the verge of an unstoppable war. Kuwait 
cannot remain ruled by two systems, one will have to go. The monarchy was obviously a lousy choice, 
democracy was bullshit, and the best is what remains; authority. Ronald wanted to disagree, but he 
couldn't.  Monarchy  was  the  main  cause  of  the  fall  of  Kuwait.  As  for  democracy,  Ronald  tasted 
democracy first hand when he was in Hali-Akbar. However, this did not mean that Ronald gave in and 
accepted the authoritarian system set by Emperor Dravin. Ronald's teammates told him that Dravin 
represented what they wanted, and that if it wasn't for him, they would all be better off dead. Ronald 
didn't believe their words, but believed the passion behind it. He knew it was what they believed in, but 
Emperor Dravin was still a snake in Dravin's eyes.

Just because Ronald didn't believe in what the other soldiers believed in didn't make him a 
slacker. Ronald worked hard to progress in the empire and become one of the top. He was motivated by 
a simple thought which he shared with no one. The thought was simple, but deadly. It was non other 
than vengeance.

A couple  of  years  passed  by as  Ronald  impressed  his  superiors  by rising  above them.  He 
improved a lot since he got in the empire and became one of the best as he had intended. A lot have 
changed, but through it all his self remained the same, his intentions and thoughts were standing firm as 
the empire's soldiers. This was because Ronald knew that the higher he gets, the more power he would 
have. Ronald rose up until he became one of the leading lieutenants which had the privilege to report 
directly to the emperor. Since Dravin's chamber resigned in the northeast of the empire, Ronald was 
transferred to that location. Ronald used this chance to better know his adversary.

Upon knocking on the emperor's door for the first time in his life, Ronald wasn't as nervous as 
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he  thought  he  would  be.  Hearing  the  emperor's  voice  welcoming  him  in,  Ronald  walked  in. 
Surprisingly, the emperor's own chamber wasn't any different than the rest. It was also rusty and needed 
proper furniture.

“What is it, lieutenant?” Emperor Dravin asked Ronald.
Ronald was shocked when he saw Dravin;  he was an ordinary human being just  like him! 

During the entire time, Ronald had pictured him as the devil or something sinister. Dravin was a little 
shorter than him, and had dark hair along with a trimmed beard. His skin was lighter than Ronald's but 
his eyes were darker. Seeing Dravin standing alone made Ronald very tempted to commit murder. He 
thought of ending everyone's pain by killing him, but didn't take that path because he wanted to better 
understand the man before him. Ronald didn't wish to make a rash decision like the five.

“Lieutenant, are you feeling alright?”
“Eh, sir!” Ronald replied, standing firm. “Lieutenant Dashti reporting for duty, sir!”
“I didn't ask for you.”
“My mistake, sir!” Ronald said, feeling like an idiot.
Once Ronald heard that he was promoted to lieutenant, he immediately barged in to Dravin 

without having a specific purpose or anything to say.
“You're the new guy, aren't you?” Dravin said after recalling a recent promotion to one of his 

personal staff, “So, you're the infamous Dashti?”
“Sir?”
“You're the one who appeared from nowhere a couple of years ago. You claim to have came 

from Hali-Akbar, but no prisoners have ever escaped from there. So, my guess, and I hope you won't 
feel offended, is that you decided to betray your people and the five, and join my empire.”

Ronald became speechless by Dravin's deductions.
“If you are kind enough to let me venture on another guess, I would say that you're a spy. You 

came here and worked your way up to kill me.”
At this point, Ronald was scared more than amazed.
“Well, lieutenant,” Dravin said as he took a few steps towards Ronald opening his arms, “here I 

am.”
The  emperor  stood in  front  of  Ronald  with  open  arms  as  if  he  awaited  a  strike  from his 

lieutenant. Ronald just stood in his place, confused and terrified by the strange leader.
“Sorry to have scared you, lieutenant,” Dravin said as he lowered his arms, “I do hope that you 

forgive my sense of humor. A sick one, I have been told.”
Ronald was completely taken by the man who he thought was the devil.
“But I really am impressed, you see,” Dravin added, “You aced your classes and came on top in 

record time. It would appear that you might be my best man.”
“Kind words, your grace.” Ronald replied.
“You're killing me with the formality, call me Eych.”
“Eych? Sir?”
“That is my name, last time I checked. What's yours?”
Ronald was silent, thinking about Dravin's strange attitude.
“Lieutenant, I asked you about your name.”
“Eh, Ronald Vyse Dashti, sir!”
“Vyse?” Dravin asked about his father's name, “Could he have been Vyse Eoric?”
“Eh, no sir. Vyse Dashti was my father.”
“I see.” Dravin replied calmly, then turned around as he took a stroll in his chamber, “I once 

knew a man named Vyse. He was a good man who stood for what he believed in. we were the best of 
friends, until the war came. You see, we were good friends, but he believed in what the five democrats 
were selling, so he went against me.”

Ronald stood silently, thinking of the resemblance between his father and Dravin's friend.
“I loved Vyse till the end. He eventually came to fight me, but I killed him. I had to kill him or 
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he would have killed something more important than both of us.”
Ronald understood what Dravin was trying to say. If Dravin died in that early battle, his ideas 

would have died with him.
“So, lieutenant, are you like Vyse? Will you fight for what you believe in? No matter what?”
“I …” Ronald thought about it for a second, then decided not to hide behind his mask while 

answering this simple question: “Yes sir, I would.”
“Good. Then I shall count on you, Vyse.”
Dravin gave Ronald a strange feeling. It was a sensation beyond words.
In the following years, Ronald and Dravin spent a lot of time together. During that time, Ronald 

saw features in Dravin he did not think existed. Dravin was very open with the public; he was kind to 
children  and  elderly;  he  was  gentle  with  the  disabled  and  crippled.  At  lunchtimes,  he  did  not 
condescend or act superior; he ate with his lieutenants on one table; he joked and laughed with him as 
they did the same. For the first time in Ronald's life, he saw people as truly equal in the empire.

“Vyse,” Dravin said to Ronald on the dinning table one evening, “you've been to Hali-Akbar, 
tell us what's it like over there.”

“Well, for starters, most of them are lairs!” Ronald told Dravin, as well as the other lieutenants. 
Ronald was wasted at this point. “They say they want you to be an active member of their society, but 
that's a load of crap!”

At this point, Dravin knew that Ronald was a member of Hali-Akbar, not a prisoner.
“I  mean,  they're  nothing  like  this  place,  in  fact,  they're  the  complete  opposite!  Hali-Akbar 

sounds like the perfect paradise to live in, but in reality, its not even close. This place … when I first 
came here, I thought this would be hell. From the outside, it looked like a slave factory, but when I got 
inside, and I mean really get inside, I saw it wasn't. You, Eych, you're nothing like they said you would 
be. The five were nothing but condescending lairs homing insecure Kuwaitis!”

Apparently, Ronald did eventually feel comfortable when he was with Dravin. Dravin didn't 
mind, in fact, he enjoyed Ronald's company and his own point of view. After all, he had experienced 
both sides of the laws.

“Let me ask you a question, Eych,” Ronald asked Dravin, “Would you outcast a guy for killing 
an intruder in his own house.”

“Outcast? No, I would subject him to court.”
“Yeah yeah, been there, done that! What comes after it?”
“Well,”  Dravin  said,  “It  depends  on  the  situation,  but  the  maximum  punishment,  if  the 

defendant  was  found guilty,  would  be  no more  than  imprisonment  for  a  given  time,  followed by 
mandatory community service along with probation.”

“And that, ladies and gentlemen, is why I love this man!” Ronald said to the other lieutenants.
Dravin smiled at Ronald's kind gesture, but knew that he should not be talking when he's in this 

state. Dravin excused himself, along with Ronald, and took his drunken friend back to his chamber. 
The next day Ronald got up late with a headache.
“You shouldn't drink too much, Vyse.” Dravin said.
Upon seeing Dravin, Ronald remembered the previous night.
“Eych!” Ronald exclaimed as he got up, “I'm so sorry about last night. I was way out of line.”
“No, it was quiet alright, Vyse. It was refreshing to see that you were human after all.”
Ronald smiled. Dravin didn't bring up the matter in which he knows Ronald was not an escaped 

prisoner of Hali-Akbar as he acclaimed, but in fact, an exiled member. Dravin believed that Ronald 
must've had his own reasons to why he lied to the empire. However, he did not punish him for his 
thoughts. As long as he does no harm to anyone, Ronald is as welcomed as anyone else. After all, 
soldiers were entitled to have their own secrets and hidden motives.

“Get to your gym, Vyse, your pupils are awaiting your orders.”
With that reminder given, Dravin headed out of Ronald's chamber. However, before he did, 

Ronald recalled an important question he wanted to ask Dravin.
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“Eych, I was meaning to ask you …”
“Yes?” Dravin said as he tilted his head towards Ronald.
Ronald felt that it was safe, at this point, to ask Dravin about his plans.
“I wanted to know your intentions of all this training.”
“Ah, I see, the doubting lives on.”
“No, its not that, it's just .. well, I once thought I was on the right side. I don't want to make that 

mistake again.”
“Vyse. I believe you know where we're heading with the empire. My objectives, as well as any 

other resident in the empire, is to make Kuwait whole again. If, somehow, we do gain a leverage over 
Hali-Akbar, I would gladly take it without war. However, seeing that that option is out of reach, I'm 
afraid war is the only answer left.”

Dravin left Ronald after that. Ronald started thinking about what the emperor said. Ronald got 
dressed and headed to his gym in which his session had already started. During his session, Ronald 
thought  more  about  Dravin's  words  instead  of  observing  his  students.  Ronald  was  so  drawn into 
thinking that he didn't even realize the session was over.

That afternoon, Ronald's thinking led him to Dravin's chamber.
“Vyse, how can I be of service?”
“Eh, yeah, listen. I've been thinking and … I think I got a plan.”
“A plan?”
“Yeah.  You  said  you  needed  leverage  over  Hali-Akbar,  and  that's  me.”  Ronald  said  with 

enthusiasm, “The plan is easy and simple, we force our way into Hali-Akbar, then head straight to the 
five. I know where they resign, so no one else needs to get hurt. Once we take out the five,  the others 
would surrender. If not, they will die without their democratic elders.”

Ronald was willing to sacrifice such loyal stubborn fools.
“You want to go into war, Vyse? I thought you'd be the last one to wish such a fate.”
“… me too.”
Ronald had changed a lot during the last years. He had to change because his world did, and he 

blamed the five for that. Once Ronald convinced Dravin of his plan, it became in motion. Emperor 
Dravin unfolded the new plan to his people. 

“The soldiers will penetrate through the west main gate. Once inside, they will take the main 
root and kill anyone who stands in the way. Bystanders will not be harmed. Once the path is secured, 
we will go in. Lieutenant Vyse, you will lead the troops towards the five.”

“Yes, sir.” His lieutenant replied.
Upon receiving the new orders, the empire's finest troops prepared for the attack on Hali-Akbar. 

They set out at nighttime because, according to Ronald, that's when Hali-Akbar's citizen's slept. By the 
time they reached the front gate, only a few hours remained until sunrise.

Everything went accordingly to plan. The front guards of Hali-Akbar were wiped out without 
much resistance. The soldiers invaded while most people were sleeping. Upon securing the root, the 
army progressed towards the five with Ronald in the lead.  However,  the noise they made was too 
strong to sleep through, and so, Hali-Akbar woke up.

The area became a battlefield in no time. People were killed from both sides and blood was 
shed. Ronald made his way towards the five as he avoided the war. Ronald didn’t need a key to enter as 
the walls were dilapidated. At this point, most of Hali-Akbar’s housings and institutes were destroyed.

As war raged in Hali-Akbar, the sun came up. The five realized that they had to find shelter fast, 
however, before they did manage to escape, a soldier with the empire stood in their face. The five, 
valuing their lives, stood in their places, but did not raise their hands. The soldier knew they had no 
weapons, so he did not ask them to.

“Sorry, gentlemen,” the soldier said, “but it would appear that you are the main key in this 
event. Leaving your own party is not very respectful.”

“Do we get to see the face of our murderer?” Mr. Creed asked.
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None of the five were able to see the soldier’s face because the sun was rising from behind him.
“You don’t recognize the voice?” The soldier asked, “You can't hear the voices of the lives you 

destroy, do you?”
Then, the soldier descended down to their level.
“Impossible!” Mr. Wordsworth exclaimed as he saw the soldier’s familiar face.
“That’s right, the one and only.” Ronald replied.
As Ronald kept holding the empire’s gun towards the five, wearing the empire’s uniform, he 

found irony in the way things turned out.
“Is this what you wanted?” Ronald asked the five, putting them responsible for what happened.
The five realized their mistake; they realized that they have created a monster out of a good 

man, the very same man who would have been loyal and protected them with his life at a time like this.
“Ronnie, stop!” A voice cried.
Ronald heard a sweet crying voice come from behind him. He didn’t turn around as he knew 

who the voice belonged to. His wife, Leah, had came.
“Please, Ronnie, I beg you to stop.”
Leah walked right up to his face since he did not move. Ronald saw in Leah's eyes that she was 

crying for what he had become. Seeing her sweet innocent face again brought back so much memories. 
Years had gone by, but Ronald could still see his wife clearly and know what she was thinking. The 
reason to why Ronald did not turn back to her was because he didn’t wish to see her. He had forced 
himself  to  forget  about  her  since she would never  betray her  system. How much she loved Hali-
Akbar’s system soon became obvious to Ronald by her next move. His heart was broken when he saw 
Leah siding with the five. Apparently, seeing her husband get exiled into nothingness didn't stir up 
enough feelings as he had thought.

“It's not too late, Dashti,” Mr. Senate stated, “surrender yourself and we'll try to minimize your 
punishment.”

“Ronnie, please, accept it.”
The five thought Ronald would be confused in this situation, but he wasn’t. He was angry; in 

fact, he was furious. Dashti’s anger rose at the five and all they’ve done that he wanted to kill them all 
right on the spot, right in front of his wife. However, just before he did, Dravin came in. Upon seeing 
the emperor, Leah became furious at the man who converted her husband. She took out a shotgun and 
pointed it at Dravin while yelling and shooting.

“No!” Ronald shouted as he jumped in front of Dravin.
Ronald was willing to sacrifice his life for the emperor; the one who he spent years believing he 

was the villain; the one who he thought he would go against in battle, not for. However, Ronald was 
slower than Leah’s bullet. Dravin, who was shot in the chest, fell down on the ground. Ronald stood 
devastated, not believing what had happened.

Ronald fell down to his knees on the fallen emperor. His tears fell down from his cheeks and 
onto the emperor's bleeding body. Never in a million years had he thought he would shed a tear for the 
man named Eych Dravin. As he stayed close seeing the emperor die, he looked into his eyes. Although 
Dravin didn't say a word, Ronald saw in his eyes that he didn't care whether he lived or died, but cared 
about one thing. He wanted hope to live on. Ronald grabbed his hand with both his hands, agreeing to 
carry Dravin's dreams with him on his behalf.

“Ronnie!” Leah exclaimed from behind him, not believing to whom he was caring.
“Dashti.” The five said calmly, attempting to lure Ronald into surrendering.
“Vyse … ” Dravin cried out his last word.
Ronald stood up quietly. He was furious, but not at Leah. It was not her doing, but the five. 

They taught her, as well as the other residents, to take down the emperor without hesitation. Their lies 
killed Dravin, not Leah. Ronald ran towards the five in rage, he ran with the intention of murder. He 
wished to kill in vengeance for Dravin, Leah, his father and all the other Kuwaitis who died by their 
hands. But then, the unexpected happened. Leah stood in his face.
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Leah was pointing the shotgun in Ronald’s face. Her tears ran and continued to run down her 
cheeks. She loved Ronald, but could not allow him to kill the five. Ronald stood there devastated at 
what he had lost. He had always taken his safe home and his loving wife for granted, but now, he lost 
her to the very same people he went to war for.

“Lieutenant!” a soldier cried out.
Ronald was saved by the arrival of a dozen of empire soldiers.  They stood by Ronald and 

pointed their guns at the five as well as Leah. The huge number of casualties out in the battlefield 
scared them, but seeing their emperor dead was more than they had expected. Knowing they have to 
retreat, they could not do so without the order from the man in charge. The death of Dravin made them 
take orders from Ronald.

“Lieutenant Sir, there’s too many. We have to retreat!”
Knowing that they were losing, the soldiers had no choice but to pull back. They only entered to 

this section to of the five to get Ronald out. They were trained to kill the five, but knew it had to wait 
another day since Ronald, the new captain, was in danger. With guns pointed from both directions, 
everyone wanted out at this point. Without saying a word to his wife, Ronald escaped with the troops. 
Leah didn't stop them because the five were in danger, but her ulterior motive was that she didn't wish 
to kill Ronald. The soldiers retreated out of Hali-Akbar and went back to the empire.

“What now, sir?” one of his subordinates asked Ronald. 
“This is a dark day to us all. The emperor had fallen, but the empire is far too strong to fall after 

him. Dravin may have died, but his ideas will live on through us, through this empire, through me.”

○○○
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.

LONG LIVE EMPEROR RON ...
Kuwait is on the verge of war. The Split War, back in 2014, has divided the country into 

two individual cities; the Empire and Hali-Akbar. Now, after Emperor Ron had found the truth 
of the deceiving Hali-Akbar, he must fight it and his fooled friends for what he believes in, and 
rid  its  people  from the  mental  prison the  five  frauds  had casted with their  lies,  and more 
importantly of all, reunite Kuwait once more.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Passage from the text --------
Emperor Dravin unfolded the new plan to his people.
“The soldiers will penetrate through the west main gate. Once inside, they will take the main root 

and kill anyone who stands in the way. Bystanders will not be harmed. Once the path is secured, we will go 
in. Lieutenant Vyse, you will lead the troops towards the five.”

“Yes, sir.” His lieutenant replied.
Upon receiving the new orders, the empire's finest troops prepared for the attack on Hali-Akbar.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Passage from the text --------
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